Athletes of the Week

February 3 - 10, 2020

1. Cheer – Judy Minnium
A member of the Ram Cheer
program since Middle School,
Judy has done a stand-up job as
captain this year. Her
commitment to the sport and to
her teammates is evident to all.
Her leadership is a major reason
for the historic Zero Deduction
Performance that the Rams turned
in this past Sunday.
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2. Swimming – Matt Faust
This 9th grader was the second leading scorer
for the boys this season - swimming in multiple
individual races and all three relays this winter.
Last week, he swam in the New Jersey state
prep school meet and earned his best times in
the 50 freestyle and 100 backstroke. He was a
consistent leader in the pool this year, as well as
a motivational leader to his teammates while on
deck. The coaches look forward to his skill and sportsmanship over the
next three years. Congratulations, Matthew Faust.
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Cheer – Competition Squad
Performing as a team last Sunday, Ram Cheer hit Zero! Meaning: no
mistakes, no deductions – a perfect routine! That has never happened before
for W+H cheer in competition. Their performance gained them third place,
but only 4 points out of first place!
When the girls left the mat, some had tears of joy – teams have exactly 150
seconds to perform, and our girls knew they had made every second count.
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1. Boys’ Basketball – Dharren Culver
Dharren got his first points in
our final game against
Rutgers Prep. His hard work
during practice paid off, as
he got valuable minutes for
the Gold. He’s a hard worker
who understands the value
of sharing the ball.
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2. Boys’ Basketball – Adam Eisdorfer
Adam Eisdorfer has proved to be
the Gold team’s most valuable
defender. He transitions well
offensively and defensively and
works hard continuously, no matter
the score. He also is an unselfish
team player who enjoys setting up
his teammates with accurate passes.
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3. Boys’ Basketball – Ahmad Maiga
Ahmad Maiga has created havoc for
opponents all season long. Last
week, he played tremendously on
both ends of the court . With one
key teammate missing due to injury,
Ahmad stepped up his intensity to
help fill the gap. He played with fire
and urgency. GRIT.
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4. Boys’ Basketball – Cian Nicholls
Cian Nicholls played with grit, as usual, this
week. He hustles all over the court, and is
never afraid to hit the floor when vying for
a loose ball. He always makes sure his
teammates are together and playing as a
cohesive unit. He is always there for his
teammates, regardless of the situation. His
aggressive, energetic persona on the court
is a boon to our team.

Quote of the Week:

“Satisfaction lies in the effort, not in the
attainment; full effort is full victory.”
Mahatma Gandhi

“I firmly believe that any man's finest hour, the greatest
fulfillment of all that he holds dear, is that moment
when he has worked his heart out in a good cause and
lies exhausted on the field of battle - victorious.”

Vince Lombardi

